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Premises

• Technological change is not enough

• Lifestyles also need to change

• Lifestyles played out through consumption

• Consumption drives carbon emissions

• Depends on the activities undertaken

How we use our time matters

 Change which is fun is more likely to happen
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Starting point
• Two candidates for low-carbon, high-fun

– Hi-Tech: digitalisation, dematerialisation

– Slow-living: consume less, localism
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Guiding Questions

• Which lifestyles require less stuff and deliver more fun? 

• Which is more effective?

– Hi-Tech: digitalisation, dematerialisation

– Slow-living: consume less, localism.
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Plan

• Set the scene

– Understanding time and time use

– What do we mean by ‘fun’?

• Review some evidence 

• Implications?
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How we use our time matters



‘An individual’s main objective in consumption 
is to help create the social world and to find a 
credible place in it.’ 

Mary Douglas (1976)

time use



….even so, inequalities arise……

An important difference between time and money……



Wealth in time

• ....“having enough time at the right time
and feeling comfortable with one’s time 
frames and institutions”. 

• Aspects of time wealth:

– Sequence and timing are important

• Chronologic: right time at right time of 
day/week/season according to personal and natural 
rhythms

– Personal time autonomy in setting one’s own pace and 
determining working hours and content

– Synchronization with time constraints of significant others

Source: Reisch (2001)



Inequalities in time use
• Time poor: lone parents;
• Fragmentation of time:

– Men’s leisure time is generally 
more ‘usable’ than women’s

– …….but roles are changing............



How good are we at managing our time?
…. current practices…..

Drive & sit in traffic too long

Eat too fast

Sleep deprived

Use computers etc too much…

…. at the wrong time



Plan

• Setting the scene

– Understanding time and time use

– What do we mean by ‘fun’?

• Evidence 

• Implications
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What do we mean by ‘fun’?

• Concept of ‘fun’ is not just ‘frivolity’ 

– ‘fulfilment’, ‘flourishing’ ‘flow’.

• Incorporates positive message – agency, hope, positivism

• Subjective wellbeing as starting point
– ‘analysis of how people evaluate their lives—both at the moment and 

for longer periods’………..[it includes] ‘people’s emotional reactions to 
events, their moods, and judgments they form about their life 
satisfaction, fulfilment, and satisfaction with domains such as 
marriage and work’. Diener et al (2003)



What do subjective well-being studies tell us?

• High contributors to positive subjective wellbeing:

– Health

– Income

– Having a job

– Social contact

– Meaningful political engagement

But here we look at how we can achieve these attributes from 
a time use perspective

 so need to bring in additional concept

Sources include: Diener (2000), Kahneman et al. (2004), Csikszentmihalyi (2006), Holmberg et al. 

(2012), O'Donnell et al. (2014).



Flow
State of total involvement in an activity that requires complete 

concentration 

“Have you recently been involved in something so deeply that 
nothing else seems to matter and you lose track of time?”

Csikszentmihalyi (1997)

• Goal orientated activities

Refernces: Csikszentmihalyi (1989, 1997, 2006)



How does ‘fun’ fit into this?



Fun

Circumplex Model of Affect Russell 1980 

Flow

Alertness

Sleepiness

Misery Pleasure

adapted by the author to show fun

Affect: 

• A component of wellbeing

• Captures how life is experienced rather than how remembered



Plan

• Setting the scene

– Understanding time and time use

– What do we mean by ‘fun’?
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• Implications
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Types of carbon emissions attributable to 
households 

Source: Druckman and Jackson 2010

Average UK household footprint: 26tCO2e
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The GHG intensity of time use

Sleep & Rest ~9 hrs/day

Commuting ~0.3 hrs/day
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The GHG intensity of time use

Household ~5hrs/day

Leisure activities ~5.7 hrs/day
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Which activities are fun and low carbon?

• Social activities

– Conversing with friends & family, making love

– Avoid loneliness

• Physical activities

– Walking, exercising, sport

• Goal orientated activities

– in the ‘flow’ (Csikszentmihalyi, 2006).

– gardening, reading, painting

• Volunteering

• Being close to nature

Sources include: Csikszentmihalyi (2006); Holmberg (2012); Kahneman & Kreuger (2006); Kahneman et al 
(2004); Caprariello and Reis (2012); Gatersleben et al (2008); Waldinger (2015), Macrory (2016); Stoll et al 
(2012); Aked et al (2009); Schor (2010); Jackson (2009).
.



Aked et al (2009)
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Employment matters • Job security

• Degree of 
autonomy/freedom

• Flow

– Even the most 
mundane job can 
produce flow

– Managers often 
higher flow than 
workers

• Understanding the boss

• Understanding role

• Feeling valued, identity, 
social standing

Sources: Shephard and Caan (2012), Burchell et al. (2014), O’Donnell et al (2014), Hofstetter and 

Madjar (2003), Csikszentmihalyi (1997), Origo and Pagani (2009), Burchell et al. (2014).



Life satisfaction by occupation for mid-career age groups 

Source: O’Donnell et al (2014) page 72
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Which sectors are low carbon, high employers?

GHGs and employment 

per million US $ 

final demand 

Source: Jackson and Victor 2013



What does this tell us about our candidates?

• Hi-Tech: digitalisation, dematerialisation

• Slow-living: consume less, localism



Ambivalent role of digital technology
• Stimulates thirst for 

consumerism and travel 

• A ‘hurried lonely society’ (Davis 
2013)

• Status symbol of being busy

• No time to care for belongings

• Constantly connected, doing 
more, faster.

• Replacement of face-to-face 
contact with remote contact

• Loneliness 

• Cyber-bullying

• Less sleep

• Less employment?

• Broader social networks & 
remote contact

• More entertainment

• Less travel?

• Greater freedom

• Safety/security

• Higher growth?

• More leisure time?

Sources include: Davis (2013) Godbey et al 1996 & 1998; Li (2005)



Ambivalent role of localism & slow living

• Shorter horizons

• Loss of opportunities?

• Less life-experience?

• More repressive social 
mores?

• Lower social mobility?

• Lower growth?

• Stronger local communities

• Better integrated work lives

• More connection to 
environment

• More active lifestyle

• Less stress

• More sleep

• More employment?
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Explore the evidence 
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carbon

fun

time use
non-work time

work time

Work-life balance
– shorter working hours

Hand over to   Anna Coote

to talk about the case for a 

shorter working week.


